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Situation

Although we prefer not to acknowledge the connection, the financial management of a healthcare 
provider can either support or hinder the delivery of care.  

The client had a solution that could make a difference. 

If they could be bring clarity and value at the intersection of three exceptionally complex industries—
healthcare, finance and technology—the client could do their part to enable better health outcomes. 

Eletrope was engaged to define a brand and identity that brings confidence to areas of uncertainty, 
simplicity to areas of complexity, and innovation to areas of friction. It started with the development of 
a brand name and extended into every internal and external touchpoint.



ce · ler · i · ty
noun
Swiftness of movement.
Origin
Late 15th century from Old French celerite, 
from Latin celeritas, from celer ‘swift’.



Brand Vision Healthcare delivery with broader access, greater affordability and higher quality, because 
financial tools and resources are more attainable, more efficient and more effective.

Brand Mission Provide the tools and resources that empower financial managers to support the delivery 
of care by creating financially robust and vibrant healthcare organizations. 

Brand Values Leadership — delivering innovation-lead solutions that drive better financial management 
in healthcare. 

Alignment — aligning ourselves with the mission of the financial manager in supporting 
the delivery of care. 

Impact — making a measurable, meaningful, positive difference in the way that healthcare 
organizations are managed. 

Access — putting our tools and resources within reach of the greatest number of 
healthcare providers. 











Technology Roadmap

Minimum Viable Product 
Basic analytics model that 
allowed for market testing.

Live Pilot 
Proved the value to providers, 
indicated where improvements 
could be made.

Technology Enhancement 
Developed machine learning 
AI valuation algorithm.

Enterprise Scalability 
Microsoft Azure Cloud 
Computing Platform.

Advanced Analytics 
Deeper intelligence,  
advanced analytics  
and optimization.









Begin Your Journey

Eletrope builds programs that clarify how you  
connect with your market, identify opportunities  

to strengthen your position, and engage customers  
in a memorable and meaningful experience. 

To begin the conversation, email  

Kenneth Penkowski 
Senior Partner — Eletrope 

! kenneth@eletrope.agency

mailto:kenneth@eletrope.agency?subject=Design%20Thinking%20for%20Sales%20Enablement


Brand Management

Market Strategy

Sales Enablement

Deploying the strategies and tactics that drive action  
by delivering the right message to the right audience  

at the right moment.

Giving sales organizations an unfair advantage  
through methodologies and mindsets that build  

competition-proof customer relationships.

Generating keen insights and developing a relevant 
approach to understanding and delivering a  

resonate brand experience.



 eletrope.agency


